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Talk(s) by Janhavi B. / Ruta K.

Calibration and editing and Imaging
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Typical GMRT observation
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Flux density calibrator scans Phase calibrator scans ??

Typical GMRT observation
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An enormous list of complex visibilities! 
at each time-stamp, 
435 baselines 

for each baseline, upto 16k spectral channels 
for each channel, 2 or 4 complex correlations 
(polarisations) 

RR, RL, LR and LL 
Additional info: 

antenna configuration, frequency label info

what is delivered by, say, GMRT?
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A comparison of measurement values delivered by a 
device under test with those of a calibration standard of 
known accuracy.

what is Calibration?

Calibration is the effort to 
measure and remove the 
time-dependent and 
frequency-dependent 
atmospheric and instrumental 
variations.
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A comparison of measurement values delivered by a 
device under test with those of a calibration standard of 
known accuracy.
Calibration is the effort to 
measure and remove the 
time-dependent and 
frequency-dependent 
atmospheric and instrumental 
variations.

sampled visibility

sampling function

true visibility

  

where,  

S(u, v) = ΣM
i=1δ(u − ui, v − vi)

M = 0.5 × Nant(Nant − 1) × Nr × Nf

 V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Calibration formalism
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Calibration sources in the sky: An interferometer 
measures phase differences, so there is no absolute 
phase reference. To determine antenna phase-offsets 
observations of a sky calibrator are required. 

Further the array is not completely phase- or gain-
stable, periodic observations of calibrators are used 
to monitor these changes. 

Next, the atmosphere will cause time-variable phase 
changes to occur in the data (mimicking the effect 
of unstable electronics), and observations of a 
calibrator sources are often made in an attempt to 
remove this effect.

Calibration methods
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Calibration sources in the sky: An interferometer 
measures phase differences, so there is no absolute 
phase reference. To determine antenna phase-offsets 
observations of a sky calibrator are required. 

Further the array is not completely phase- or gain-
stable, periodic observations of calibrators are used 
to monitor these changes. 

Next, the atmosphere will cause time-variable phase 
changes to occur in the data (mimicking the effect 
of unstable electronics), and observations of a 
calibrator sources are often made in an attempt to 
remove this effect. 

Self-calibration: The source being observed can be 
used as a test signal to calibrate the instrument.

Calibration methods

Talk by K.S. Dwarakanath
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A comparison of measurement values delivered by a 
device under test with those of a calibration standard of 
known accuracy.
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A comparison of measurement values delivered by a 
device under test with those of a calibration standard of 
known accuracy.
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true visibility
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complex
noise

baseline based
 complex offsetbaseline based

complex gain

  

where  

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

Visibility: true vs. observed plus “??”
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Calibration sources in the sky: 
The true visibility is known for these sources, hence the 
various calibration Gain terms can be determined from 
the observed visibility 

are there any limitations?

  

where  

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

complex
noise

baseline based
 complex offsetbaseline based

complex gain

Calibration source properties
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V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

sampling
function

complex
noisebaseline based

complex offset
baseline based
complex gain

Measurement equation(s)
sampled visibility

true
visibility
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V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

Gij(ν, t) = G′ �ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)

sampling
function

complex
noisebaseline based

complex offset
baseline based
complex gain

Measurement equation(s)
sampled visibility

true
visibility

frequency dependent
part of the gain

time variable
continuum gain
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(splitting the time and frequency dependence of the 
gain)

V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

Gij(ν, t) = G′ �ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)

sampling
function

complex
noisebaseline based

complex offset
baseline based
complex gain

sampled visibility

true
visibility

frequency dependent
part of the gain

Gain: time and frequency

total gain
on baseline i-j
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Typical GMRT observation
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Splitting the Time and Frequency dependence of the Gain 
for large no. of antennas this improves the accuracy of 
the complex Gains considerably, as one uses 
  baselines to derive   complex Gains.0.5 × Nant(Nant − 1) N

Gain: time and frequency

time variable based
continuum gain

frequency dependent
complex gain

  

 

Gij(ν . t) = G′�ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)
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V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t) = ai(t)aj(t)ei(ϕi(t)−ϕj(t))

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)

sampling
function

complex
noisebaseline based

complex offset
baseline based
complex gain

sampled visibility

true
visibility

frequency dependent
complex gain

Calibrating gain: time

antenna based
amplitude correction

antenna based
phase correction
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Calibrating time dependence of Gain

V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t) = ai(t)aj(t)ei(ϕi(t)−ϕj(t))

Gij(t) = Aij(t)eiΦij(t)

sampling
function

baseline based
complex gain

sampled visibility

true
visibility

Calibrating gain: time

antenna based
amplitude correction

antenna based
phase correction
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Calibrating gain: time

The estimation of the Gain is the observed complex 
visibility of the calibrator, divided by its flux density. 

assuming offset term / noise are negligible 

these terms can be easily solved for all   antennas!N

  

  

  

 

Gij(t) = gi(t)g⋆
j (t) = ai(t)aj(t)ei(ϕi(t)−ϕj(t))

Gij(t) = Aij(t)eiΦij(t)

Aij(t) = ai(t)aj(t)

Φij(t) = ϕi(t) − ϕj(t)
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Splitting the Time and Frequency dependence of the Gain 
for large no. of antennas this improves the accuracy of 
the complex Gains considerably, as one uses 
  baselines to derive   complex Gains.0.5 × Nant(Nant − 1) N

Gain: time and frequency

time variable based
continuum gain

frequency dependent
complex gain

  

 

Gij(ν . t) = G′�ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)
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Flux density calibrator scans Phase calibrator scans ??

Typical GMRT observation
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Bandpass calibrator as a function of frequency/channel 
Calibrating gain: frequency
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Bandpass calibrator as a function of frequency/channel 
Calibrating gain: frequency
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V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)
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Calibration (recapitulate)
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So the idea is to take the telescope corrections 
(amplitude and phase) determined from calibrating the 
bright calibrator, and apply them to the faint target. 
The basic assumption is that for sources (both calibrator 
and target)  located in roughly the same region of sky, 
corrections for one (calibrator) source, also apply to the 
other (target) source. 
The telescope corrections are interpolated into the 
periods where the faint target was being observed.

Phase referencing:
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The telescope corrections determined 
for the bright calibrator are applied to 
the target source data. 

Phase reference observations 
specify a “cycle time” (= time on 
target + time on calibrator). 
Cycle times ~30-8 mins to ~4-1.5 
are common at m-cm wavelengths, 
but at much higher frequencies 
cycle times of 0.5 mins are 
sometime employed. 

For short cycle times, the 
telescopes must be fast movers.

Phase referencing:
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Flux density calibrator scans Phase calibrator scans ??

Typical GMRT observation
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Calibrator source(s) as a function of UV-distance 
flux density / phase calibrators 

Flux density and phase calibration
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Flux density and phase calibration

Calibrator source(s) as a function of UV-distance 
flux density / phase calibrators 
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The formulation of adding the observed visibility phases 
together of any   telescopes is known as forming a 
“closure triangle”. 

For a given array of   telescopes, there are, 
  independent closure phases 

e.g. for  , there are,   independent closure 
relations. 

3

N
0.5 × (Nant − 1)(Nant − 2)

N = 4 3

Closure quantities: phases
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Closure quantities: phases
  
  
  
  
  
   
closure phase!

ϕ12 = φ12 + ϕ1 − ϕ2
ϕ23 = φ23 + ϕ2 − ϕ3
ϕ31 = φ31 + ϕ3 − ϕ1
ϕ12 + ϕ23 + ϕ31

= φ12 + φ23 + φ31 + (ϕ1 − ϕ2) + (ϕ2 − ϕ3) + (ϕ3 − ϕ1)
= φ12 + φ23 + φ31
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Closure quantities: phases

Tells us something about 
the source visibility 
phase, the atmospheric 
induced distortions to 
the phase, telescope, 
electronic etc.

Closure phase: tells us 
something about the 
source visibility alone!
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Closure quantities: phases / amplitudes
  
  
  
  
  
   
closure phase! 

  

closure amplitude!

ϕ12 = φ12 + ϕ1 − ϕ2
ϕ23 = φ23 + ϕ2 − ϕ3
ϕ31 = φ31 + ϕ3 − ϕ1
ϕ12 + ϕ23 + ϕ31

= φ12 + φ23 + φ31 + (ϕ1 − ϕ2) + (ϕ2 − ϕ3) + (ϕ3 − ϕ1)
= φ12 + φ23 + φ31

Aobs
ij . Aobs

kl

Aobs
ik . Aobs

jl
=

Atrue
ij . Atrue

kl

Atrue
ik . Atrue

jl
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Phase referencing 
Closure phase / amplitude

V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(ν, t) = G′ �ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)

Calibration (recapitulate)
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Obvious outlier data   points: 
e.g. a 5% antenna gain calibration error is difficult to 
see in   data, but will produce a 1% effect in 
image with specific characteristics. 

100 bad points in 100,000 data points gives an 
0.1% image error (unless the bad data points are 1 
million Jy) 

Look at the data to find gross problem in image plane -> 
hard!, other than a slight increase in noise 
Editing obvious errors in the   plane 

(u, v)

(u, v)

(u, v)

How to EDIT … calibration?
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Flux density calibrator scans Phase calibrator scans ??

Typical GMRT observation
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Culprits: 1 - RFI

Frequency —>

Ti
m

e 
—

>

Short baseline Long baseline
RFI environment 
worse on short 
baselines 

several types 
narrow-band, 
wandering 
wide-band 
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Antenna-X problem

Baseline —>

Ti
m

e 
—

>

Plot amplitude

??
 

Culprits: (2) bad antenna
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Culprits: (2) bad antenna

Amp vs. (u,v)-dist

Amp vs. time

Amp vs. time
(no Ant-X)

Visibility amplitude plots  

A
m

p 
—

>

UV-distance —>
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Culprits: (2) bad antenna

FT of a nearly 
symmetric disk!

bad data-points

Amp vs. (u,v)-dist

Amp vs. time

Amp vs. time
(no Ant-X)

Visibility amplitude plots  

UV-distance —>

A
m

p 
—

>

A
m

p 
—

>
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Culprits: (none), but…
Even if the data are 
perfect, image errors and 
uncertainties will occur 
because the   
coverage is not adequate 
to map the source 
structure. 

The extreme rise of 
visibility at the short 
spacings makes it 
impossible to image 
the extended structure. 

(u, v)
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Analyse directly   samples by model fitting 
– good for simple structures, e.g. point sources, 
… 
– sometimes for statistical descriptions of sky 
brightness  

recover an image from the observed incomplete and 
noisy samples of its Fourier transform for analysis 

– Fourier transform   to get Dirty image 
– beyond Dirty image – perform deconvolution

V(u, v)

V(u, v)

Calibrated visibilities
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The change in the response of the primary beam of 
antennas in an array can be corrected for, if the shape 
of the primary beam is well measured and if the array is 
made up of antennas of the same type/size. 

This is called making a primary beam correction. 

Primary beam calibration
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The tracking of the centre of the PB for all antennas 
must follow the intended sky position 
The Gain of an antenna decreases when observations 
are made near the horizon - the dependence of Gain 
upon zenith angle. 
Delay calibration: small, residual delays! 
Antenna position(s) - baseline length! 
Path length changes in the ionosphere 
…. 

Calibration: assumptions
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At low frequencies (e.g. 1.4 GHz or below) there are 
always bright sources in the field of view of GMRT, and it 
is difficult to achieve the noise levels one expects from 
thermal noise calculations. Or, the image is “Dynamic 
range limited”. 
Errors that limit the dynamic range of an image include 

(i) non-closing errors due to baseline based errors, 
e.g., changes in passbands due to errors in correlator. 
(ii) telescope pointing errors, 
(iii) non-isoplanatic effects.

High dynamic range imaging
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Telescope pointing errors: Pointing 
errors are problematic; the effect is not 
uniform over FoV., e.g., sources at the 
edge of PB (where response of PB is 
changing quickly) or there is a large 
reduction of telescope response at their 
position, this is difficult for the calibration 
methods to cope with.

High dynamic range imaging
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non-isoplanatic effects:
High dynamic range imaging
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Phase referencing 
Closure phase / amplitude 
Bad data editing 
(more) issues

V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Ṽij(t) = Gij(t)V′�ij(t) + ϵij(t) + ηij(t)

Gij(ν, t) = G′ �ij(t)Bij(ν, t)

Bij(ν, t) ≈ bi(ν, t)b⋆
j (ν, t)

Calibration (recapitulate)
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Calibration is the effort to 
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atmospheric and instrumental 
variations. 
recover “true” value

sampled visibility
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true visibility

 V′�(u, v) = S(u, v)V(u, v)

Visibility: true vs. observed
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Self calibration 
Bandwidth averaging/smearing 
Time averaging 
High dynamic range imaging 

Thank you!

More (subsequent lectures?)


